Genotoxicity studies on dietary diacylglycerol (DAG) oil.
Dietary diacylglycerol (DAG) oil is an edible oil enriched in DAG (more than 80%). A recent investigation indicated that DAG oil or its components may have beneficial effects on the prevention and management of obesity. We evaluated the genotoxic potential of DAG oil using standard genotoxicity tests. Bacterial reverse mutation assay (Ames test), the chromosomal aberration assay in cultured Chinese hamster lung cells (CHL/IU), and a bone marrow micronucleus assay in ICR CD mice were employed in the present study. In addition we have tested the possibility that genotoxic substances may be formed during cooking, heated DAG oil (HDG) was prepared by batch frying potato slices in the oil at 180 degrees C for 8 h/day for three consecutive days. Therefore, genotoxicity tests were also performed on HDG. Results obtained did not show any genotoxic effect on either unheated DAG oil (UDG) or HDG. We conclude that there are no safety concerns on the genotoxicity of DAG oil under the conditions for normal use.